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C. 0. P. — S. J. C., STOCKTON, CALIF.

More Proposals for New Gov't.
Are Discussed by Ex-Com.
Complicated Problems Rise Over Question
As to Who Governs Whom, and How

As a result of the work of the Student-Faculty Sub-Committee
under the Student Affairs Committee further steps have been taken
to iron out the difficulties which have arisen over the proposed
federated type student government for next Fall.
FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
In an attempt to organize a workable government for the sixNote regarding Junior College classes: All Junior College
•year educational program the fol
classes must meet as scheduled, either for an examination or
lowing proposal was'submitted to
WELL, WE TRUST that you all
regular class work. Junior College classes that ordinarily
the Ex-Committee Monday eve
rusted well over the holidays
meet five days a week will have their examination at the time
ning by Dean Betz, representing
• hich issued the New Year into
scheduled for M.W.F. at that hour. They need not meet for the
the Sub-Committee.
Lng and that you were properly
examination period scheduled for the T.Th. at that hour. Junior
hilarious over the Tigers winning
So far it is the general con
College classes and examinations must be held for the full
that mighty contest in the Raisin
Miss Harriett E. Monroe, 26, sensus of opinion that a feder
period
as
stated
on
this
schedule.
Any
variation
from
this
Bowl in Fresno on New Year's
will arrive on campus sometime ated type government would be
schedule must be approved by the Principal.
Day Now all that remains to be
Class ordinarily meets:
early next March to take over the most satisfactory. That is, the
seen is how much the coast
duties of Dean of Women of the 11th and 12th year, the 13th and
Daily, M.W., W.F., M.F., or
Examination Time
papers will adopt COP as being
College
of the Pacific and the 14th year, and the College of the
M.W.F. 8:00
Monday 10:00-11:50
"the team of the coast"!
Stockton Junior College, succeed Pacific would function as three
M.W.F. 8:55
Tuesday 10:00-11:50
separate units coordinated
ing Miss Beulah L. Watson.
PERHAPS YOU RECALL the
M.W.F. 9:50
Wednesday 10:00-11:50
through a central Ex-Committee.
successful Lu Waters jazz con
M.W.F. 10:45
Thursday 10:00-11:50
This
plan has been suggested as
cert which was held last year in
M.W.F. 11:40
Friday 10:00-11:50
one solution, and the committee
the auditorium? (Incidentally,
M.W.F. 12:35
Tuesday 1:00- 2:50
is open to any further ideas that
this is a plug, if you don't like
M.W.F. 1:30
Wednesday 1:00- 2:50
students or faculty may have for
plugs, skip down to the next para
M.W.F. 2:25
Thursday 1:00- 2:50
a more workable plan.
graph.) Well, that same Lu
M.W.F. 3:20
.
Friday 1:00- 2:50
If the federation meets with
Waters and the same jazz band
M.W.F. 4:15
Monday 3:00- 4:50
student approval there is still a
which put on the aforementioned
M.W.F. 5:10
Tuesday 3:00- 4:50
basic problem facing the student
concert is still playing at HamClass ordinarily meets:
body, and that is the means of
bone Kelly's down in El Cerrito.
T.Th. 8:00
Tuesday 8:00- 9:50
selection of those students to
We understand they serve a good
T.Th. 8:55
Wednesday 8:00- 9:50
serve on the main governing Exdinner for one stone a throw and
T.Th. 9:50
Thursday 8:00- 9:50
Com.
there is a cover charge on Satur
T.Th. 12:35
Friday 8:00- 9:50
The first plan is that those .
days only. If you're looking for
T.Th. 1:30
Monday 8:00- 9:50
serving on Ex-Com would do so
a good place to spend your next
T.Th. 2:25
Monday 1:00- 2:50
automatically following the pre
paycheck and fee weekend, this
T.Th. 3:20
Friday 3:00- 4:50
vious election. The second plan
might be it, we wouldn't know . ..
T.Th. 4:15
Wednesday 3:00- 4:50
could be that Ex-Com members
T.Th.
5:10
Thursday
3:004:50
DID YOU KNOW that the
be elected after the general elec
(1) World Today has examination Thursday 11:40 previous
Mardi Gras is still under suspen
tions. They could be chosen a
week.
sion and that a student group
number of ways, either by an
(2) Courses given at 4:15-6:00 or 7:15-9:00 p.m. will have the
must get together and submit a
other student body election, by
final
examination
at
the
regular
hour
on
the
regular
day
list of proposed recommendations
each individual unit, or by those
during examination week.
TO BE DEANfor controlling conduct to the ad
already elected as leading offi
(3)
If
any
one-hour
course
presents
conflict
in
examination
MISS
MONROE
ministration before the suspen
cers.
schedule, examination hours may be arranged between the
sion will be lifted? For more in
Miss Monroe is at present em
It is to be thoroughly under
class and the instructor.
formation, see the Ex-Com re
ployed
as head resident of Uni stood that the foregoing is only
(4) If an examination is given in laboratory work, the exam
port. . . .
versity Hall and counselor to a proposal and that it is constant
ination hour corresponding to any of the regular labora
freshmen
women at the Univer ly undergoing recommendations
WHAT CHEER, WHAT
tory hours may be chosen.
sity
of
Redlands.
CHEER!
and changes.
(5) Courses meeting T.Th. at the same hour and one other
She received her Bachelor of
hour on either T. or Th. will have examination at the time
Arts Degree in 1943 at Willam
corresponding to the hour that these courses meet on both
LAST CHANCE
ette University and later, in 1945,
% and Th.
Naranjados, and picture
received
her
masters
in
personnel
(6) Physical Education activity courses will not meet during
work at Syracuse University. tickets will be on sale in the
the examination week, but the Physical Education staff
While
she was a student at Wil Main Hall of the Administra
will maintain a recreational program at every hour so
lamette she worked as secretary tion Building ALL next week,
that students may obtain needed exercise during the ex
Experimental theatre takes a
to the Dean of Women, and while for the LAST time this semes
amination week.
new step with the production of
studying at Syracuse she acted as ter.
(7) Instructors must not change examination hours except in
he Liars" in the SCA building
a head resident.
on January, 15, i , and 17th.
(3) and (4) above.
6
As a delegate to the National
Directed by George Tomajan,
Methodist Student Conference
is Pi Gnry ^rt^ur Jones comedy
and chairman of the Willamette
$9.17 Hangs Fire;
C6ntral Staging treat"
Methodist Student Council she
ment Theheaudlen
cirrio !
ce will sit in a
has been active in* all student af
Over 6,000 alumni have been
Waiting on VA
in a ni Wt lle tbe actors perform
fairs. She is listed in Who's Who contacted by mail within the past
actingPresontin£ manF
Is the temperature hot or is it
If speedy action is obtained Among Students, was vice-presi three weeks with the announce
the lit
directing problems,
dent of her senior class,' a mem ment that the Pacific Alumni As
at Pan-f^Ucle sta£e presentation cold? Does your thermometer Stockton Junior College veterans ber of the YWCA and served on sociation has embraced an en
Somerset Maug- read, "Europe is starving," or will be reimbursed $9.17 for their
ham's " T h
the college publications staff at dowment form of financing and
ihe Circle."
does it read "I've done my bit." P.S.A. cards by March 1, it was the Oregon university.
that it is now attempting to
newcom!!,g t Cast of thirteen are
finance
a student lounge in the
intimated
by
Burke
W.
Bradley,
If you have gotten into the
Student Union Building.
Bob Mep S the Studio Theatre, swing you can see your Cub Dean of Administration, this
Monroe Hess Elected Russ Aitken, alumni secretary,
stein nt^ary and Phyliss Wein- House thermometer rise to it's week.
in
the
cast
Wthv
include greatest. Its greatness will be a
disclosed this week that reorgani
Bradley stated that vouchers By Asilomar For'48
wafartin' Mary Rhodes, symbol of your humane gener
zation
of the association has been
are now being prepared for pre
Jerry Seawell,
Jane Whi
osity.
At the close of the annual Asi completed and that it is now oper
sentation
to
the
VA.
Further
c»Oa,kv'f'
A1
ating under the Annual Gift
Everything is offered to help word on the method of payment lomar Conference of the YMCA- Drive.
Eichelbe?; Jerry Mullins, Doug
will
be
announced
as
soon
as
the
YWCA
held
over
the
recent
holi
you. All you have to do is to get
"Each year some worthy projHulln8' md custom slips and boxes from the okay is received from the VA. day in Monterey, the regional
Junior
college
veterans
who
have
(Continued on page 7)
council elected Monroe Hess of
c°med bl'1'laritly brittle English SCA, postage and addresses from
v
not
purchased
student
body
cards
the
Stockton
Junior
College
and
ties req fHeSentS many difficul- Mr. Pearce of Weber Hall. Then
u
s(aff. g*. 'ng a large production fill these boxes with either food for this semester but wish to do Joan Sellery of Occidental Col
DO IT NOW!
JeWeli thf aianaSed by James or clothing, and take them to the so will be required to pay only lege co-chairmen of the planning
Seniors
may order gradua
committee for the 1948 Asilomar
V 11 be lighted postoffice to be shipped to any the 83-cent tax.
Ge'raldine
tion
announcements
through
T
h
Conference.
^enibers i
^ebbe, with crew one anywhere in the world. Then
the
campus
bookstore
or by
cludi
Mo hails from San Francisco
Bin "
ng Peg Morris- watch your thermometer rise.
contacting Bill Wustoff, senior
0e
EMERGENCY
and
is
a
member
of
the
Pa
^°lfe, KT. . Hinman, Jackie
For further information contact
Car0f ANao«h McCullem and
cific Cooperative House. He is a class prexy. A $1 deposit will
Walt
Pinska of Omega Phi, or
bei'etl desil°!lCi: C°stumes have
Ex-Com.
Meeting
sophomore and president of the assure prompt arrival of your
Jean Grosbach of West Hall.
scholastic honorary society, Alpha announcements. Don't wait
Tickets f"!dby Gene McCabe.
Today—1:30
Gamma Sigma. He is affiliated until the last minute.
'The Liar^ ?enry Arthur Jones'
Class rings also may be or
FOLLOW
THE
TEAM
with Alpha Kappa Phi.
m. Pacifip Tmfy be obtained at
dered
at Friedberger's Jewel
THIS
WEEK
END
Radio Studio
°ffice.
Little Theatre Box
Mo succeeds Doris Hartley, ers on Main Street.
KAEO - 8 P.M.
1947 co-chairman.
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ORRBITS

New Dean Here
In Early March

"The Liars", 2nd
Circle Play

THERMOMETER RISE
DEPENDS ON YOU

If

° !r

Alumni Backs Lounge
Of Student Union
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I948 ITINERARY - DEATH VALLEY TRIP

Date
Place
Saturday, March 20
College of Pacific
Stockton
Fresno
Junt Ann Hoffman, E«lltor-ln-Chlrr
Harry Hammer. Butiiira Manager
Bakersfield
Janir, R. Morrlaun, Allru Woodall
—
.Faculty
Ailviwr*
Nanci Rlaahart
Isabella
.
Chalrmau of Fubliratiuna |
Sunday, March 21
5*7 Frlday during tbr College yc*r by thr Pacific Studrnt Aj»oM •awod-rl**# matter October J4. IW4. at tbc Hu#t Office I
Isabella
Stockton, (jAlifornlM, under
tbr Act uf Marcb 3, 18;H.
Walker Pass
Charles Are
Associate Editor
Red Rock Canyon
Lew Welch
Sport# I.dlt or
Jackie Case
Ridgecrest
.Society
Editor
Dorothy Eat oh
—New# Editor
Trona
Wllla MuclKiiiald
- Feature Editor
lei Abbott
Valley Weils
Radio-lira ma Editot
Marvin Margauti
Exchange Editor
Monday, March 22
Valley Wells
VA ANNOUNCES
Trona
Wild Rose Canyon
INSURANCE STILL
Augreberry Point
AVAILABLE
Stove Pipe Hotel
In conjunction with a recent
Stove Pipe Wells
The Veterans Administration
Tuesday, March 23
today announced that the "easy conference sponsored by a group
Stove Pipe Wells
reinstatement" provisions for vet of students from UC in support
Rhyolite
erans of World War II, who have of the Wallace campaign for pres
Beatty
allowed their National Service ident, a local campus chapter is
Hoover Dam
Life term insurance to lapse, have getting underway.
The local Organization will be
Boulder City
been extended through next July.
Meade Lake Camp
The "easy reinstatement" priv known as the "College of Pacific
Wednesday, March 24
ilege, which was originally sched Students for Wallace" and will
Meade Lake Camp
uled to terminate December 31 be under the direction of George
Boulder City
was extended by O. W. Clark, B a s y e , M i r i a m A v e r y , C a r o l
Death Valley Junction
acting Administrator of Veterans Dunievltz, William Willeford,
and Kenneth Sawyer.
Zabriskie's Point
Affairs.
Devil's Golf Course
Veterans may reinstate lapsed
Bad Water
term Insurance by payment of
Salt Pools
only two monthly premiums, ac Centennial Tour Set
Artist's Drive
companled by a signed statement To Coloma, Jan. 24th
Stove Pipe Wells
to the effect that their health is
A tour, directed by Dr. G. A.
Thursday, March 25
as good now as when they al
Werner and sponsored by the Cal
Stove Pipe Wells
lowed the policy to lapse.
Ifornla History Foundation, will
Old Harmony
leave the campus Saturday, Janu
Furnace Creek Ranch..
Awarded
Vy 24, for Coloma to com memo
Furnace Creek Inn
Word has Just been received rate the 100th anniversary of the
Golden Canyon
that a former chemistry major, discovery of gold In California.
Darwin Falls
Paul Craven, has been award
Friday, March 26
The chartered buses will leave
ed a Rhodes Scholarship. at 8 a.m. and will stop at PlacerDarwin Falls
Craven was a student at COP vlllc for sightseeing.
Olancha
until the spring of 1942 when
Little Lake
Lunch will be In Placerville at
he Joined the armed services.
Isabella
Since his release from the 11:30 with Dr. Hunt as speaker.
Kern River Camp
army, he has been a major in
After lunch, the group will go
.Saturday, March 27
chemistry at Washington State to Coloma for the Gold Discovery
Kern River Camp
College. He was one of six C e n t e n n i a l c e l e b r a t i o n w h e r e
Isabella
who were awarded a Rhodes Governor Warren will speak at 1
Bakersfield
Scholarship from the examina p.m. The party will return at 5
Fresno
tion recently taken in Spokane, p.m.
Stockton
Washington.
The fare for the round trip, in
eluding lunch, is $4.75.
Capt William A. Richardson
All students and faculty are in
received the first recorded grant vited to join. Reservations may
of land In San Francisco in 1836. be made with Dr. G. A. Werner.
r

Ar.

Lv.

6:30
7:10
.11:30
3:00
5:30

7:00
7:30

ROOM FOR
ARGUMENT
By M. WIND.WII.I.ER

12:00

Henry Wallace couldn't speai
on the campus at UC. Howgjj
Fast was refused permission
talk to students at Columbia.
9:00
University of Wisconsin fo:
... 9:45
10:30
Carl Marzani the right tor s[
...11:30
1:30
in campus buildings. In all t!
3:15
... 2:15
of these instances the s;
4:30
... 4:00
had been invited by st
... 4:45
groups and were sent away bv^
college administrators.
8:30
At these colleges the adj
...
9:00
11:00
t rators acted in what thty
1:00
1:15
thought were the best intei
2:00
2:30
of the students, and in so doing
3:15
5:00
they set themselves up as censon
5:15
of ideas in institutions which an
the traditional places where idea
8:30
are supposed to flow freely tirf
9:30
10:00
unimpeded.
10:15
10:45
We have no such censors at
2:30
4:00
cific. No student-requested speak
. 4:15
5:15
er has been denied the use of oi
. 5:30
buildings. Outsiders might attri
bute it to a liberal administra-J
8:30
tion. We who are part of Pacific
.. 8:45
9:15
know the answer is simpler. It
12:30
1:00
isn't necessary to supervise poljti I
2:00
. 1:45
cal controversy on our campus
|
2:45
. 2:30
There isn't any. We as stu
3:30
3:15
just aren't interested.
. 3:45
4:00
We arc pure. There is no wait
. 4:15
4:45
ing list for Das Capital in our
5:30
library. We have no AYD chapter
contaminating our good name ...
9:00
most of as don't know what It in
.. 9:30
10:00
What student group is clamour
.10:15
11:15
ing to hear Henry Wallace, «
.11:30
2:00
Koltert Taft for that matter,
2:15
3:00
speak from tlie conserval
. 5:00
stage? No Jack Tenny will invw
tigate us because we shelter no
„...,
9:30
vociferous radicals under our
.12:00
12:30
eamella hushes.
.. 1:15
2:00
Such a condition isn't a health}'
. 4:00
4:30
sign for a college. It smacks o(
. 4:45
sterility and intellectual sluggish
ness. We make a platitude out oi
8:30
the idea that the hope of the
.. 8:40
8:40
world for peace lies in education
1...
.10:30
11:00
but what sort of mature world
. 2:00
2:30
consciousness can develop in an
. 6:00
atmosphere that nourishes no
blisters of dissension such as the
AYD? Pacific's purity in this re
spect robs it of a potent stimu
lant.
Either all Paciflclfes arc of one
mind politically, or they ilont
feel that politics arc sufficient!}'
important to warrant any real
manifestations of disagrccmeH
Roth conditions would testify N
Inhibited growth and Intellectual
Inertia.
Communists make things diffi
cult for those of us who condemi
their doctrine for the philosoph
ical drivel on which it is based
because they are idealists who
work hard to put their ideas into
effect. In this country they are
always on hand to make their in
sidious attempts to infiltrate into
Another high point of Interest In the annual Easter Week Death organizations that rise up 'n
Valley Tour is Zabriskie's Point.
legitimate, democratic pro!
against the status quo. They have
tried to gain control of the PCA.
LET'S MEET AT —
the AVC, and are now work
on the embryo Independent
gressive Party.
(Continued on Page 8)
3:30

Campus Group Organize
To Support Wallace

PERMANENT
WAVES
COLLEGE STUDENTS' SPECIAL

350
ALL OUR PERMANENTS ARE SUPERVISED
BY SPECIAL LICENSED INSTRUCTORS

— COME IN FOR —

£

I' R E E H a i r A n a l y s i s

PLEASING
DISTINCTIVE

-GIFTS-

STOCKTON SCHOOL
OF BEAUTY

FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
AT

3 2 1 6 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 3-2346

—7

Walter's House
of Gifts
12119 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2112
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time every
drama and radio
^ m
t thpir personal selection
?«1«P ten of the year, who
° we to slight this traditional
ar6 t on here are my favorite ten
2ns seen in Stockton during the
last twelve months.
Rated in order they are: "Stair
* to Heaven," "The Yearling,"
"Pead of• Night," "The Jolson
"Great Expectations,'
Story,
"Spectre of the Rose," "It's a
Wonderful Life," "Black Narcis
sus" "The Farmer's Daughter,"
and' "The Adventuress."
British films weigh heavily in
the year's selection . . . while not
so opulent and lushly produced
as the Hollywood output, they
presented more interesting, un
usual stories and themes plus an
appreciation of characterization
not seen frequently in the Amer

111'

Al,'°rritics"of

ican product.

KAEO listeners will be pleased
with the improved reception and
operation of the Campus station.
Necessary repairs have been
made in the mechanical aspects
of the station. There is now satis
factory reception in all campus
(Continued on Page 8)

EX - COM
KAEO—9:00

Luc. Underwood
Institute of Philosophy
EDITORIAL
Universal Military Training, which is the big issue con- Inaugurated at Tahoe
To Direct Opera lronting.
Congress this month, can only be termed as a
The Pacific Institute of Philos
horse
and
military policy in an atomic and missive ophy will be inaugurated this
Program Tues. age. It is buggy
difficult to understand what our military and year from June 14 through the
An Evening of Opera will be
presented in the College of the
Pacific Conservatory, next Tues
day by the college Opera Class,
under the direction of Dr. Lucas
Underwood.
Students participating include
such well known artists as Calla
Murphy and Arline Weigum
who played the leading roles in
"Hansel and Gretel" in The Col
lege of the Pacific Music Camp
Another music camp member,
Christine Klamroth, who sang in
"Amelia Goes to the Ball" will
appear, and Lynn Hawkins, well
known for her solo work in the
A'Cappella Choir, is another com
petent performer.
The program will include selec
tions from various operas and all
pieces will be sung in English.
I.
Duet of Lakme and Mallika—
—"Lakme," Delibes
Calla Murphy, Christine Klamroth
Duet of Papagena and Papageno—
—"Magic Flute," Mozart
Alice Lindhorst, Leonard Webb
Aria of Pamina—"Magic Flute," Mozart
Calla Murphy
Duet of Lady Harriet and Nancy—
—"Martha," Fioctow
Phyllis Norman, Claire Rice
II.
Duet of Don Giovanni and Zerlina—
—"Don Giovanni," Mozart
Doris Carpenter-Marion, Glen Huling
Aria of Mignon
—"Mignon," Thomas
Christine Klamroth
Aria of Amelia —"Masked Ball," Verdi
Lynne Hawkins
Aria of Leonore—"II Trovatore," Verdi

Phyllis Norman
Chief problem facing the ExCom and the student body today Duet of Aida and Amneris—
—"Aida," Verdi
J is whether or not Pacific will be
Jean Farley, Claire Rice
able to have a Mardi Gras this
III.
year.
Duet of Agathe and Aennchen—
—"Der
Freischutz," Weber
The subject was put under dis
Doris Carpenter-Marion, Arline Weigum
cussion Monday night at the ExAennchen—
Com weekly meeting. As far as Cavatina of —"Der
Freischutz," Weber
the administration is concerned
Arline Weigum
the Mardi Gras is suspended, Trio—Marzelline, Leonore and Rocco—
—"Fidclio," Beethoven
however, the student body can
Doris Carpenter-Marion, Lynne Hawkins
appeal to the faculty committee
Leonard Webb
for reinstatement of the dance
IV.
providing they can present a con Scenes from III act of Gluck's "Orpheus
and Euridice"
crete policy that will insure cred
Orpheus—Lynne Hawkins
Euridice—Doris Carpenter Marion
itable conduct at the function.
Amor—Arline Weigum
So far nothing h a s been done.
The accompanist will be Susan
~!St tester a letter of appeal Allen. The public is cordially in
s sent to all organization lead- vited.
J ® the h°Pe that they would
from °+l c.onstructive suggestions
°m their group. The idea fell
Marrif p ayside' consequently the
Gras is still suspended.
was !wgeSti0n made by Ex-Corn
lar Ha S ln ac*®*on to the reguen8ai!e<i

<ha

t0 entertain a * Specialty grouP
sion iuns T, nng the intermisPlan w uSj " ^as
that this
from linn • p divert attention
After SIraWe ^annels.
Bob WikCOnsiderable discussion,
moved tha* Will Balknger
Wff chairman for a
it win bp • n,Ion Whether or not
the possihir, 9rdi Gras), l°ok into
tertainm nt y °f intermission enP
atthenext p n d m a k e a report
pea £
C°m meeting"
n
pr°Pospri 2 ,explained> in detail,
dent govern
f°r the new stu"
Pera
6nt
t0 be put into
° tion w£
College i
en the new junior
s rn
°n the pr
pro °nmpleted" For details
Page x °Posal see the story on

annnl

business,

Mac-

d that the baluCe of fund,
i ec°nstrucGoneeded by Thor for

h"1 of the q? °f the restaurant
d°nated Kd€nt Union has
L?
anands
y the Stockton
P.
avi

Simmedi-

Page 3

Tuesday Chapel
Title: Christianity Around
the World.
Speaker: Dr. John W. Bow
man, San Francisco Theolog
ical Seminary.
Music: Stockton Junior Col
lege Glee Club.

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS
CATERING

Gaia-Delucchi Co.
American and Channel
WE DELIVER DAILY

political leaders are thinking of when they promote such an
out-moded program.
Scientists, in opposition to the military's unrealistic
policy, have pointed out that another war will be on an
atomic or biological scale which makes large masses of
armies trained under UMT useless. Not only are they im
potent as fighters but the money spent on training could
be used to carry out a more realistic military policy of
scientific advancement. Defeating conscription will also help
convince the world that we earnestly believe in world gov
ernment and the United Nations as an instrument of peace.
Another aspect of UMT should be taken into consider
ation. Young men in their formative age should not be
subjected to a caste system with its rigid controls and the
necessary blind obedience of a frequently corrupt and un
just military system.
One of the purposes of UMT, according to the Presi
dent's handpicked "advisory commission on military train
ing" is to handle "subversive elements within the domestic
population" so that national unity will be developed. This
unity is in accordance with the police state. The UMT, thus,
would be "ideal for suppressing our own population," ac
cording to General H. C. Holdridge.
Morally, by defeating UMT we will show the rest of
the world, by now suspicious of the motives of both the
U. S. and the U. S. S. R., that we truly want to build effec
tive instruments for world peace and justice.
Write your congressman now giving him your opinion.

CALIF. MISSION TOUR
EASTER VACATION
A tour of California Missions
will take place during Easter Va
cation and will be under the guid
ance of Dr. Hunt, noted authority
on California History and Dr. G.
A. Werner of the College of the
Pacific.
The following is a schedule of
the tour:
Saturday, March 20

Morning—En route to L. A.;
afternoon—San Fernando Mis
sion; evening—Hotel in L. A.
Sunday, March 21

Morning—San Gabriel Mission;
afternoon—San Luis Rey and San
Diego Mission.
Monday, March 22

Morning—San Juan de Capistrano Mission; afternoon—Ven
tura Mission.
Tuesday, March 23

Morning—Santa Barbara and
Santa Inez Missions; afternoon—
Concepion and San Luis Obispo;
Wednesday, March 24

PHILOSOPHY CLUB
HEARS DR. HUNT

18th at Lake Tahoe, Nevada.
The Institute will be composed
of a limited number of students
who will study under the guid
ance of nationally prominent
thinkers and will wrestle with
the problems that arise because
our ethical culture has lagged
behind our technical culture.
There are no pre-requisites to
attend the institute and applica
tion is open to junior college stu
dents as well as COP students.
Board, room and tuition for the
week is $40. For additional infor
mation or application contact Dr.
W. D. Nietmann, Room 111, Ad
Building.

263 Apply for
Teaching Credentials
A total of 263 candidates for
teaching credentials are now
listed in the College of the Pa
cific, a survey conducted by Dr.
J. Marc Jantzen, Dean of the
School of Education, revealed this
week. The figure is approximate
ly one-third of the total full-time
COP registration.
Eighty women and 15 men are
currently in the process of ob
taining elementary credentials
while an even 100 men and 22
women are general secondary cre
dential candidates.
Special secondary credentials in
music, homemaking and physical
education are being sought by 30
women and 16 men.

The philosophy of history was
the topic of an address delivered
to the College of the Pacific Phi
losophy Club during its last regu
lar meeting by Dr. Rockwell
Hunt, former dean of the Uni
versity of Southern California. NEWS BRIEF—
The meeting was held following
Application blanks for the
a club dinner in the dining hall.
Death Valley trip are ready and
Next Tuesday evening at 7:00 may be obtained in Room 107,
o'clock has been designated as Weber Hall.
the time for the January club
meeting. At that time a special
broadcast originating from the
campus studios will be heard and
discussed. The meeting will be
held in the Cub House which has
been reserved for the evening.
Plans are being laid to have the
regular discussion portions of
future club meetings broadcast
over the campus radio facilities.

Four Students Win
In Art Contest

Morning-—San Miguel and San
College students who won
Antonio Missions; afternoon—
prizes
in the Annual Child Art
Soledad and San Carlos Missions,
Contest, sponsored by the Haggin
Thursday, March 25
Morning—San Juan Mission; Memorial Museum and Galleries,
afternoon—Santa Cruz Mission. are as follows:
Leslie Baxter, first place, "Lou
Friday, March 26
Morning—Santa Clara and San Watters' Band and Dancers,"
J o s e M i s s i o n s ; a . f t e r n o o n — water color and ink and second
place, oil painting; Jackie Burton,
Dolores Mission.
first place, "Football Center,"
Saturday, March 27
Morning—San Rafael Mission; white salt block; Bob Hallenbeck,
afternoon—Sonora Mission; eve second place, "In the Beginning,"
redwood sculpture; Don Jewett,
ning—"Home Sweet Home."
For further information consult third, "Narcissus," iodized salt
Dr. G. A. Werner, Director of block and special crafts prize,
weaving.
Tours.

i/n &.
*

.'

Your Favorite
Campus Footwear
2009 PACIFIC AVE.

(Open Mon. Eve. Till 9 P. M.)

333 E. MAIN ST.

MAURICE'S SHOES

2019 PACIFIC AVE.
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Carolyn Kisel
Reveals Troth
The engagement of Carolyn
Kiser to Philip Jonson of Quonset
4 was revealed on January 4th
at West Hall. The news was made
known when West Hall's house
mother was presented with a box
of candy.
Carolyn, who will be a senior
in February, is majoring in psy
chology. She is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Kiser of Imola,
California.
Philip is a business administra
tion major and will graduate
from the College of the Pacific
in June. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Philip E. Johnson of Berk
eley.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

Epsilon, Fantasy
In Fuscia-Saturday

TKK Formal
On December 5, at West Hall, Tomorrow Night

Dana Gay Ericksen presented
Tau Kappa Kappa's Formal
West Hall's housemother with a
box of candy announcing her en Pledge Dance tomorrow night
will feature "Surrealism" as it's
gagement to John Horgan.
theme.
Dana, a junior in the College
The dance will be from 9-12
of the Pacific, is an elementary with Ross Hanna's Combo sup
education major. She is the plying the music.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
General chairman for the dance
Schmalzrid of Vallejo.
is Genevieve Metzler; decorations,
Jo Ann Wendels; music, Maxine
Peterson; refreshments, Alberta
Folsom; patrons, Janice Potter;
bids, Audrey Hock.

Dick Soulsby's Engaged
To Hazel Hurst

EPSILON DINES
WITH VARSITY
Epsilon Lambda Sigma will en
tertain the varsity football squad
at their annual football dinner,
Wednesday, January 14.
The dinner is the initial event
in the annual series, whereby the
sororities entertain the varsity
teams. Next semester, / Alpha
Theta Tau will give a dinner for
the basketball team and Tau
Kappa Kappa will entertain the
track team.
LOVE IS
Love is just the worst there is,
It's ginger ale, without the fizz,
It's lovely silver, gone and rusted,
It's ham on rye, without the
mustard.
It's bathing suits, when put on
damp,
It's flavor from a postage
stamp,
It's photographs you don't want
seen,
It's razor blades, no longer keen.
It's phone calls when you're in
the tub,
It's lectures, at the women's
club,
It's double features, both grade
B's
It's cash doled out to maitre d's
It's awful, wicked, bad, and bum.
(I wish that I could find me
some!)

DANA GAY ERICKSEN
John, a freshman in Stockton
Junior College, is a physical edu
cation major. He is a veteran,
having served in the army. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Horgan, also of Vallejo.
Wedding plans were not re
vealed.

Omega Phi Alpha
Plans Ski-Outing
On Saturday, December 17, at
7:30 a.m., the members of Omega
Phi Alpha and their dates will be
starting out for Camp Connell,
near Angels Camp.
All week at the fraternity
house, plans for this trip to the
snow have been growing and
changing until the day's activi
ties include skiing and a buffet
dinner.
With still another week to plan
and change in, still other fun may
be added to the activities.
The College of the Pacific was
the first in America to become
a three-year institution in the up
per division and graduate levels.

CLOCKING THE FILMS
Theatre
Fox California

Marnell Rubel and Daryl Rj^
ardson are engaged.
The announcement of their
gagement was made when th?';.
respective
houses,
E p s i 101
Lambda Sigma and Rho Lambda
Phi met in an exchange dinner 0t
December 18,1947. The announc;
ment was made by make-belieVf
Walter Winchell on an imitatior
hook-up.
Marnell, a junior, is majorinin speech. She is the daughter a
Mr. and Mrs. William M. R^
of Red Bluff, California.
Daryl, who is also a junior
a physical education major, r
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
G. Richardson of San Francisco
California. He is a Marine Corp;
veteran.

WEST HALL COED
REVEALS TROTH

Epsilon's Saturday night formal
will be called Fuscia Fantasy,
decorations being under the man
agement of JoAnn Smart.
General chairman for the dance
is Patty Lou Peters; music, Irene
Kaiser; chaperones, C o l l e e n
Looney; refreshments, Jean McBride.
Don Ratto's Orchestra will sup
ply the dance music. The affair
will last from 8-12.

Film
"Daisy Canyon"

Time and Day
Fri. and Sat.
7:20 10:23

State

"Captain From Castile"

Fri. and Sat.
7:36 10:10

Sierra

"Life With Father"

Fri. and Sat.
7:18 9:33 11:48

Stockton

"Adventure Island"
"King of Wild Horses

Fri. and Sat.
7:00

HarmA and Daryl Toll
Wkaa The Houses Mel

Dude Ranch
At Alpha Thete
Pat, Deitrich, recent graduate of
the Stockton Junior College, and
former affiliate of Epsilon, re
turned here on Monday evening
to announce her engagement to
A1 Dakin of Oakland. The brideelect revealed plans for a June
wedding.

A sport dance with the theme
of "Dude Ranch" will be give?
tomorrow night from 8:30 to12:!
at Alpha Theta Tau. In charge
of decorations is Charla Lyons.
General chairman for the af
fair is Marilyn Horrall. Nanette
Hailing is in charge of refresh
ments; Becky Roberts, music, and
Marcia Lou Brown, chaperones.

On Christmas eve in Concord,
California, Dick Soulsby of Archania, and Hazel Hurst announced
their engagement at the home of
Miss Hurst's sister.
Miss Hurst is a sophomore at
the San Francisco college for wo
"Out of This World"
men. She is the daughter of Mrs.
Co-op Formal Them
Beulah Hurst of Concord.
The first California college to
Dick is a pre-medical student
The Pacific Cooperative House
reach its centennial will be the
in the College of the Pacific.
is
holding its annual formal dance
College
of
the
Pacific
on
July
10,
Wedding plans have not been
tomorrow night.
1951.
made.
The theme of the dance is to be
"Out of This World." It will be
from 9 to 12. >
General chairman for the dance
With so much controversy on SHALL WE WEAR IT
is Kay Knox Kirk. Committee
chairmen are: Music, George
this subject it's kinda tough not OR ONLY HALF OF IT?
The new ballerina lengthat that Basye; decorations, Lelaee Cole
to step on somebody's "new look"
or label the other side of the is. . . . The pros and cons seem man; food, Lois Kauagawa; chap
fashion fence "dowdy." So with to be fairly evenly distributed, erones, Carmen Gonzales; bids,
this thought in mind and tongue with some reluctant ones declar Marge Pratt; clean-up, Keith Ar
in cheek here goes some sugges ing that a moderately long skirt mour.
is "nice" for evening wear or for
tions for both.
afternoon teas. I guess that there
DRESS IT DOWN
must be a period of transition,
Any dress, whether it be seven when the gal will wear it but not
teen or seven inches from the out of doors.
floor can be an "aye" catcher if
it is simply made with one or IF THE STYLE FITS,
two (at the most) focal points. WEAR IT
If it doesn't, well, we'd better
The practice of stripping a dress
and making it with costume not. But just because we can't
jewelry is still appreciated by wear the new look for reasons of
many. Slim Hawks, Janet Gay- construction, doesn't mean that
nor, and Wallie Windsor, all of we have to be forever on one
'em best dressers, build their theme. There are dozens of new
ideas on every aspect of dressing
wardrobes on costume jewelry.
now: new hair combs,
MONOTONY
black nylons, and large hair bows
Just as we couldn't foresee the Lots more than this, too.
drastic change in length (might
as well include width, too) in our DOLDRUMS
Okay, that's enough. Just a re
clothing, neither did we ever
dream that the monotony of color minder of what's going on. But
would figure so much in one cos remember, knowing your own
tume. The emphasis having kind of wearing apparel is won
changed from contrasts to bland- derful, but be careful, you might
be dressing in the doldrums.
ings.

FASHION FENCE

HOLLYWOOD

B e a u t y Hint

TfLtfindkft

JUSTS LIKE BLANKETS
Even though blendings of one
color are figuring a great deal
in our wearing apparel, this
doesn't mean we're stuck with
just that. Recently, all the slick
magazines have been featuring
those thick, plaid materials in
baggy suits, coats, h o o d e d
jackets.

West Hall Adds 20—
The housing problem will be
solved for 20 girls when the new
semester opens next month.
Plans were pushed during the
week to complete the third floor
of West Hall by the opening of
the spring semester, at which
time accommodations will be
ready for an additional 20 girls.
The announcement was made by
Mrs. Grove, secretary to the pres
ident.

The fabrics in these new plaids
are very similar to those found
in blankets. Loud and large pat
terns seem to make up the most
of the lost, and, of course, the
The difference between nerv
new fullness is there in the back.
The new back, interestingly ousness and psychoheurosis is
enough, looks well on anyone.
about $150.

Starring MAUREEN O'HARA, RK°
HOLLYWOOD—Many of those w«n,e?t
who constantly complain that they ' c°n,t
do a thing
hair" actually ,arent0
•••"•51 with
" their
"" ••»-••
(J
expending enough real effort in trying ,
further the beauty of their tresses. Cne
on this point and see whether or not '
- '-isiy
may apply to you. If your hair °kv'0°*
isn't as pretty as you would like it to ^
and if you have been blaming this foct
your hair being too soft and fine or s°
thing of that sort, just try taking n1®.
and better care of your tresses for a V"1
and see if this doesn't overcome Y°
problem.
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CAA OPENER TONITE
• The Pacific basketeers drop
down to San Luis Obispo tonight
to take on Cal-Poly and break the
ice in their CCAA league play.
Tomorrow night it's Santa Bar
bara and Monday, San Diego
DATE
TEAM
PLACE
State, both league opponents, and
Friday, Jan. 9
California Poly
San Luis Obispo both must be invaded on their
Saturday, Jan. 10
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara
home courts.
Monday, Jan. 12
San Diego State
San Diego
Poly, operating under new
Friday, Jan. 16
Fresno State
Stockton
coach Ed Jorgenson, is described
Saturday, Jan. 17
Santa Barbara
Stockton
as small, but scrappy. The Mus
Friday, Jan. 23
Open
tangs struggled through a deso
Saturday, Jan. 24
San Jose State
Stockton
late
loop season last year during
Friday, Jan. 30
Stanford
Palo Alto
which they won but a single con
Saturday, Jan. 31
St. Mary's
Stockton
test.
WAYNE HARDIN
Friday, Feb. 6
Open
Saturday, Feb. 7
The future engineers must pin
Chico State
Stockton
'Friday, Feb. 13
their hopes on smooth working
California Poly
Stockton
'Saturday, Feb. 14
Hank Moroski, who was an allFresno State
Fresno
Track Coach Boyd Thomp
conference guard last year, who son has announced that regu
'Friday, Feb. 20
San Jose State
San Jose
was the team's best defensive lar College of Pacific and
Saturday, Feb. 21
Open
man
and ball handler, and who Stockton Junior College track
Wednesday, Feb. 25
Sacramento Senators Sacramento
led the squad in scoring.
Friday, Feb. 27
St.
Mary's
Moroga
practices are now being held
This week, from January 7 to 'Saturday, Feb. 28
Bob Coghlan, minute forward, each afternoon at 4:15 o'clock.
San Diego
Stockton
10, the Cubs are entered in the
adds speed and fight to the Mus
All boys who intend to com
Modesto Basketball Tournament
tang attack.
pete for either the senior or
together with 21 of the State's
Chris Kjeldsen, the genial Tiger the junior college in the spring
mentor, expresses no little con should join the squad immedi
most powerful JC Clubs.
cern over Saturday's Santa Bar ately. Thompson -states that
The tournament is organized on
bara clash. Along with San Jose, the varsity squads for both
a double elimination basis with
College of Pacific's two-fold to-Rohde toss and culminated by the Gauchos have the best chance schools will be built around the
the losers of each contest still in success story, a hard - charging Ray Hunter's scoring jaunt over of dethroning the Bengals,
material which is most promis
the running for a consolation line and a swift-running back- left guard, the favorites got their
To date the Barbarans have ing in these pre-season drills.
prize. This is the tenth annual field, again was the dominant third counter of the day. Wayne lost very close decisions to the Any boy who cannot attend
Modesto tournament and the turn factor as the Bengals capped the Hardin resembled his old self in highly rated 20th Century-Fox the daily workouts should re
out of schools promises to make finest season in the school's his kicking the second Tiger conver amatures (?) and the El Toro port to Thompson as soon as
it the most successful tourna tory with a 26-14 win over the sion.
Marines, while having dropped possible.
ment in the last several years.
Wichita Shockers in Fresno's
Heralded Linwood Sexton made the University of Ecuador, Whit
his most brilliant showing of the tier, Pepperdine, and Occidental.
The Stockton JC Cubs are Raisin Bowl.
Led by George Brumm, 26-year- sunny day in pushing the final They split with Pepperdine Col
scheduled to meet Glendale this
Thursday night; early deadline old Tiger captain who wds recipi Wichita scoring march. The drive, lege, which earlier defeated the
dates prevent us from knowing ent of the game's outstanding composed of six plays, covered Bengals.
Back to bring joy to the heart
the outcome of this contest. How- player award, the stout COP 70 yards with Hodges hurdling
The big sporting news that is
over, the winner of the game will forwards held the highly-touted center for the tally. Allen again of Gaucho coach Willie Wilton is
buzzing
around the campus is
Wichita
ground
game
to
a
net
of
kicked the charity point.
long and lank Harvey Humbler
Play the winner of the Sacra
the league leading point manufac about the terrific game turned in
mento (Napa-Ridley) game. Since 99 yards gained. In the meantime,
POULOS PLOUGHS OVER
turer of last year. The rebound by George Brumm in the Raisin
|ne Jucos have already defeated the Bengal offensive was grind
The victors just sneaked in be and pivot shot specialist may Bowl on New Year's Day. When
e Sacramento five, they have a ing out a grand total of 504 yards
fore the whistle in notching the well be a big thorn in the side of a paper like the Chronicle, con
S°od chance to reach the quarter for one of the best efforts of the
final touchdown of the wonderful the Tiger "shorties."
servative almost to the reaction
or semi-finals.
long season.
season. The six-yard scoring
ary, notices a lineman in prefer
Coke
Morrison,
a
forward,
and
Coach Van Sweet has high KANSANS CATCH FIRE
burst by Poulos came just 50 Quentin Sims, a defensive man, ence to a little Ail-American back,
However, it was the single- seconds before the final gun.
opes for his aggregation which
were also members of last year's it really means something. We
have never seen a better game by
feu C°me 3 long way in the last wing thrusts of the visitors which
starting five.
The lineups:
weeks, and expressed the netted the game's first touchdown
any lineman and were so en
Coach
Charles
Smith's
San
Wichita
Pos.
COP
<•, .n'on t,lat the recently re- after Nutter recovered Brown's Knopick
thused
that we did a little snoop
LER
Ridley Diego State boasts eight letterSym in M°desto should fumble of the opening kickoff on
ing
around
and found out a tidy
mai!
men
from
last
year.
In
big
Dick
Campbell
Kirsten
inafp
games go well and elim- the COP 17. A penalty and a Crelly
Barnes they have the squads little item that proves that
LTR
Atkins
George did not merely turn one
ofni
ever-present difficulty weak-side slant by Hodges car Agee
Cathcart leading scorer returning.
lng
ModeJ ,in a strange gym. The ried the ball across for Wichita; Schreiner
The team is also bolstered by of those "once in a life-time" rou
LGR
Brumm
cana - ° P ant now has a seating it was the first time that the McCullough
Brown the presence of one of the finest tines. George, like many of the
f 1600,
160 haR
has been re- Siemering stalwards had failed to Swager
C
Hall groups of newcomers in years. boys on the mighty Tiger squad,
score the initial marker. Wich
cream
to
the
height
of
Kidwell Maybe a shade below the caliber played for a service eleven. The
fourte
ita's Tom Allen converted.
feet
Up
the
side
of
the
Larimer
RGL Franceschini of Santa Barbara, nevertheless, rumors have it that he was play
V'alisT
.
for „ l° ePminate the darkness TIGER RALLY
Kolbohm
Goldman the Aztecs will have no picnic ing in the backfield and played
1
gym
has
always
It
took
the
Tigers
just
five
Houser
RTL
Campora prepared for the Pacific casabas ahead of a "All Professional"
been nop* ^
-halfback. Why he didn't get mad
re-finiJk
and bas had a newly plays and three minutes to break
Sharpsteen
Breien come Monday evening.
wished floor.
:
scoring
column, with the Knocke
rp
j into
uwv the owi
1115 wiuinu,
The five who draw starting as befox-e the last game is beyond
REL
Rohde
, e tournament is sanctioned 1 Pay°ff P^y a 34-yard heave from Egbert
Ortez signments for the conference us. Perhaps the added incentive
Q
LeBaron initial tonight are Hank Pfister of being captain of the Bowl
wLmalif°rnia Junior College LeBaron to Rohde. The Bengals Hamilton
n
an
took
the
lead
early
in
the
second
and Bud Proulx at forward, Stan Game had something to do
Tjadin
of th .
d is considered one
period
when
Bob
Heck
took
a
McWilliams
at center, and John with it.
Sexton
LHR
Orvis
g
e
s
t
o
f
i
t
s
k
i
n
d
State. Q t
in the
We have to laugh at the Chron
ock
Shocker
punt
on
his
48,
reversed
Hunter Guilfoyle and Wayne Hardin at
to
ton has a good chance
icle
again (I hope they don't get
his
field
beautifully,
and
burst
guard.
Valencia
aS1S 0t
basis
of 1recent
gami" apu th€ °
The presence of Hardin in the to feeling inferior) when I no
RHL
Brown
on (J, ' . mough Bill Wirt is still down the sidelines to the_ end Houlik
Heck charmed circle is undoubtedly due ticed the write-up that Eddie Lefirst 'n]ury list- The probable, zone. Hardin scored on his second Nutter
candio
Rg win be: Pierce, Mc- conversion attempt
Kriwiel
Hardin to his fine showing against the baron got. He was (the Chronicle
ess> Thomas, Detrick, Egan.'
F
Kane Oakland Bittners. The red haired said) having a very slow day.
The third quarter featured an Hodges
j exchange of drives, two each by Morrison
Poulos place kicking expert of the grid Very slow indeed! He passed to
COP and Wichita, with neither COP
6 7 0 13—26 iron displayed an uncanny eye the first touchdown. Intercepted
pass that led to another TD.
team able to score. The Shockers' WICHITA
7 0 0 7—14 last Saturday while pouring in 11
completed a pass that set-up a
attack, fairly effective in midScoring: Wichita—touchdowns, points during the last half.
field, lost all its characteristic 1 Hodges 2. Points after touchThough McWilliams had been third one. His blocking on one
power within the Striped Cats downs, Allen 2. COP: Touch- shifted to center, Kjeldsen will end around play almost broke the
downs — Heck, Poulos, Rohde, employ a semi-circle offense with other guy in half. His defensive
10-yard stripe.
Hunter.
Points after touchdowns three men back and minus a play was great. However, his
COP 20 7
pivot.
(Continued on Page 6)
Sparked by a 32-yard LeBaron- —Hardin 2.

PACIFIC
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

Track Practice

Cubs in Modesto
Cage Tourney

BRUMM LEADS BENGALS
TO RAISIN BOWL VICTORY

LEW'S VIEWS

State? °

°'

LOTS VIEWf

Page 6

(Continued from Page 5)

Cub Cagers Take

kicking only averaged 48.6 yards!
Well, you can't expect a single
man to do everything.
It is true, however, that when
On Monday, January 5, the Cub
Still somewhat P^f^cHRIS' a player is picked on an all "any.
quintet defeated Sacramento Col
the stubborn gnp
Bmner thlng„ team he immediately has
lege 52 to 42 in one of the most
KJELDSENScag^
i
r o u g h e r g o because the fans
exciting games of the current
'Okay, show
Goach LADDIE
shooting 0f j sit back and say "Okay,
season.
And
it has
to be something
©VARSITY
Magazine
»
amazing"
1
me"
And
*
ha.
*
The game was primarily a de
like a ninety-yard pass, etc., to
for Young Men
fensive one from the start.
after Saturday's game in which
"Show
'em."
Neither team seemed to be able
the Bittner's squeaked by
Wich
STATISTICS
to control its offensive backboard,
GALE was generous in his p
COP ita
and both teams used a slow
of WAYNE HARDIN, Tiger Yardstick
11
First Downs
24
break.
guard.
20
5
Rushing
CUBS CAPTURE REBOUNDS
To the Oakland coach, who was
4
6
Bob Thomas of the Cubs easily
0
0
™rr'°p-S""S3es
the key man of the locals, scored
386
99
10 points to be second highest
55 Svic Auditorium fWrJ™' Net Yards IBushing
•When 4* penaliz. in .hi. gam., th.y ..ally P«noli»-'
35
point man for the JC team and
slick luvic•
iowing the usual-|yards Lost
3
150
was dominant in his floor play
rCdriving Bmner game. We Net Yards Forwards 118
throughout the evening. Thomas
14
also encountered »lties with Forwards Attempted 14
and Reghitto were responsible for
9
Forwards
Completed
6
the unexpectedly-tight COP
the backboard control and aggres
6
Number of Punts
2
fense," stated GALE.
sive play that turned the tide of
Punts, Average
48.5 44.5
While the student body was en
The
call
of
the
Stanford
Indian
Once again W.A.A. Basketball
play in the last few minutes.
0
Fumbles
3
Thomas was taken out of the joying its holiday the Tiger quin season is underway with six has beckoned star JC end DICK Ball Lost
3
0
tet
was
traveling
around
the
state
GOEDTKE
and
his
capable
under
teams competing for the cham
game with six minutes remaining
8
2
Penalties
for having five personal fouls. sharpening up for this week s pionship trophy. The teams rep study DON ENBERG for a try- Yds. Lost, Penalties.. 80
20
conference
openers.
The
Bengals
out
with
the
Cardinal
varsity
next
resented are Alpha Theta Tau,
The Sacramento team then over
14
Final Score
26
came the lead, never more than played three highly rated college Town Team I, Town Team II, fall. DICK AND DON will comply
4
2
Touchdowns
and
professional
teams
and
al
Tau Kappa, West Hall, and South with the strict Pacific Coast Con
four points, of the Cubmen and
2
2
though
they
lost
all
three
con
Conversions
Hall. South Hall won the trophy ference "Purity Code" by serving
tied up the ball game at 34 points.
0
tests, gained valuable experience
Goals
from
Field
0
as Palo Alto firemen.
last year.
ARBUCKLE SHARP
0
0
to
be
used
in
the
league
frays
to
Hefty BOB MOSER, another Safeties
Then it was up to Clinton ArThe first tournament games
come.
Well,
that
is
that.
I
promise
buckle, substitute guard, to pro
were played Tuesday night and brilliant Juco wingman, will prob
On December 19, the Tiger five hereafter will be played every ably make his Tiger debut in '48 not to mention the football team
duce the spark that was needed.
Arbuckle drove the length of the met Pepperdine in Los Angeles Tuesday until the end of the sea as a center. BOB will add his again. From here on in its the
court twice in a row to break the and lost a hard-fought struggle son.
name to the list Oakdale Hi Casaba that gets the wordage.
It is hard to know what to say
tie. From then on it was obviously 40 to 56. Pepperdine is rated as
Alumni
on the Bengal roster.
This year in addition to the
a win for the Cubmen. Arbuckle one of the most powerful squads tournament the W.A.A. is also
We were very glad to see one about the Tiger quintet. It is true
and Egan pushed the lead to on the coast. Again it was height, running off a clinic for the bene of those "Beasts of Burden up that we won only three out of
ten points and there it remained or the lack of it, that cost the
fit of those who are interested in front" receive the Raisin Bowl s eight contests in the practice
until the gun sounded. The free Bengals the contest. The back
officiating. Several women P. E. Outstanding Player Award. For series, and that does not look
throw department was largely boards were dominated by the op
Majors and P. E. instructors from with third - classman GEORGE good, even somewhat. HOW
responsible for the victory, for position throughout the game,
near by schools are taking ad BRUMM receiving such an honor EVER, it is true that many of
in the second half the Cubs made and the defensive of Pepperdine
vantage of this opportunity to and such able guards FRANCE- those losses were to stronger
nearly all of their 16 attempts. was almost impregnable. The
earn their official ratings. Mrs. SCHINI, GOLDMAN, RHIN, teams than we are likely to meet
Emil Reghitto accounted for five Tigers had their first taste of
Irene Constantino, Northern Cali BROWN, and WALDORF still in league competition. The show
free throws and Egan rang up glass backboards while playing
around for a season or more, we ing against Bittners last week
against Pepperdine, which seemed fornia State Basketball chairman,
five.
are sure the Tiger middle will be was especially encouraging. Also
is
in
charge
of
the
clinic.
to confuse the shooters a great
The statistics:
we can remember that last year
Tomorrow the W.A.A. as a well-manned.
deal.
the Bengals had a great deal of
Athletic
hook-up:
_SALLY
DeFg Ft Pts I On Saturday, December 20, the member of the Extra - mural
STOCKTON
Arbuckle
3 0 6 Striped Cats met UCLA in Los League of the Sacramento Area GROOT has announced her en trouble in the practice circuit and
Thomas
4 2 10 j Angeles. The Bruin was the fast is sponsoring a basketball Sports gagement to star USF gridder then were undefeated in league
JOE SCOTT. SALLY'S father, play. We do not think that will
Pierce
1 2
est squad that the Tigers have Day. The teams participating will DUD DeGROOT, ex-LA Don men happen this year. The Tigers will
Reghitto
2 5
met thus far. The great strength be from Chico State, Sacramento
Detrick
3 2
of the Kjeldsen coached group College, Modesto J. C., Yuba Col tor, coached San Jose State to win some and lose some (alarm
McCandless
2 0
lies in its ability to out run their lege, and C.O.P. About 70 people two National High Scoring titles ing prediction, what?), but then
in '39 and '40. MR. SCOTT is I do not think that any team in
3 5 11 opponents and score from a fast are expected to participate.
Egan —
1:
The committee chairmen are: number one draft choice of the the league will remain undefeat
18 16 52
San Francisco's '49ers and also a ed. Carrol Doty agrees with us
Totals
of height as well as speed and Velda Hummel, general chair
Fg Ft Pts
draftee of the NY Giants. Besides by saying that the winner of the
SACTO. COLLEGE
man;
Joan
Moss,
food
and
decora
won the game 58 to 41.
2 2 6
Halon
Last Saturday, January 3, the tions; Mary Ford, programs; being an accomplished footballer, league will lose two games. He
2 1 5 Tigers met the formidableBittners Marge Pratt, entertainment; SCOTT has been heralded as a won't tell us who will be the win
Roach
1 2 41
McKenzie
five in the American Basketball Marge Aipperspach, registration. new "White Hope" by San Fran ner, but is afraid of Santa Bar
2 4 8
Lewis
cisco boxing promoter BILLY bara.
League. The game was close and
1 0 2
Patterson
NEWMAN.
hard fought all the way with the
Extending the entire length of
n 1 li
McDonnell
The College of the Pacific Little
It seems that LOU BITTNER,
pros having a slight advantage. the second floor of the Ferry
5 1 11
Perich
In the closing minutes the Tigers Building in San Francisco is a tax-accountant, insurance man, Theatre has produced 170 major
n 1 1'
Yelle
put on a flurry of buckets that relief map of the State of Calif and owner of the Oakland Bitt- plays in 24 seasons.
0 2 2
Thompson
ners, wasn't used to the defensive
brought them within five points ornia.
l 0 2,
Shall
tactics employed by the Tigers
of their rivals and there the gun
last Saturday evening. He shout
sounded. Score: Pacific 55, BittAnnouncing .. .
14 14 42
Totals
ed, "You guys look like you're
ners 61, a very worthwhile per
formance.
I
Coach Van Sweet made the still playing football in the Raisin
And so the Tigers face the con announcement today that all Bowl."
In case you didn't know, the,
ference games with a record of men who are interested in J. C.
ON YOUR
three wins in eight starts. They , Baseball next semester should same STAN McWILLIAMS who j
have shown that height disad see him in the gym next Tues played such fine ball in guarding ,
Oakland's DAN BARKSDALE is j
vantages are extremely hard to day, at 3:20.
Coach Cris Kjeldsen announced : overcome but can be overcome
—AT—
If anyone interested can not the same Tiger who holds the
that informal swimming practice I with speed. The individual per- make it at that time it is sug COP individual scoring record for
DeLANEY
has begun from 4:15 to 5:00 p.m. i formances of the players indicate
gested that they notify Van a season. STAN racked up his
every evening.
high total of 368 points in the
! that there is no one outstanding Sweet during the week.
STUDIO
The first session in the pool I player. Pf ister leads the squad
1944-45 season.
One of your fellow students,
this week brought many of last with 87 poitns in eight games but
year's stars and some of the new i is closely followed by McWilliams
V. L. DeLoney, is in business
hopes from behind their books ' and Proulx who have tanked 85
for you. He Has studied un
SERVING PACIFIC
and the indications are that there and 82, respectively. A1 Levi, the
der Moholy Naby at the L°s
will again be a powerful Tiger floor master, leads the rest with
Angeles Art Center and has
swimming team next season. Don 42 tallies.
17 years of photography e%
Driggs, CCAA 220 and quarter
perience in business to g1*
mile champ; Phil Morgan, last
you the best in photograp Y
DON'T
TAKE
CHANCES
year's JC league 200-ya'rd breast—and at a 25% DISCOUNT
stroke champ; Ken Mork, stellar
Almost 70 per cent of Calif
TO ALL STUDENTS.
backstroker, and Bill Phillips, JC ornia's 56,625 traffic accidents
sprinter, were among the present. last year occurred in good
434 E. WEBER AVE.
DIAL 8-8628
DeLaney Studio
Phillips is from Berkeley where weather, when the driver had
last year he turned in times of clear vision of the road ahead.
107 N. AMERICAN ST.
PHONE 7-7452
424 E. MAIN ST.
56.8 seconds' in the hundred.
Don't take chances,

Sacramento J. C.

BENGALS BOAST
BUSY HOLIDAY

Feminine Gagers
Slate Tourney

ATTENTION!

Eager Mermen
Splash in Tank

25% DISCOUNT
Photographs

TED'S

MEAT MARKET
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Lounge Going Up(Continued

from Page 1)

the Alumni
Association will attempt to fithe venture," according to
"a" r L Jacoby, president of the
association.
"The new Student
union Building, to be built in the
r future, will need a fine stufnt lounge, and we feel that this
is a project to which we can give
J,ur full support.
Under the new plan the asse
rtion will be financed by an an
nual gift used t0 suPP°rt the
alumni and its activities. Annual
alumni dues are abolished. All
former students automatically be
come members of the association
and those whose addresses are
known will receive mailings from
the Alumni Office.
The fund drive extends from
December 1 to February 29, in
clusive, and Aitken has reported
that $1,000 has already been given
the association by alumni, a por
tion of which will go toward fi
nancing the student lounge.
The student lounge will be lo
cated in the northeast corner of
the Student Union Building. It is
hoped that enough money will be
received so that construction on
the student lounge may begin at
the same time that construction
is begun on the first units of the
Student Union, according to Ait
ken.
.

selected and

New Regulations for
J.C. Absences
New State Department of Edu
cation Regulations make neces
sary a change in our procedures
regarding absences.
Effective today, Junior College
students who are absent from
classes on account of illness are
requested to report as follows:
I. Junior College students with
infirmary membership are to re
port to Miss Richards in the in
firmary:
a. At the time of their illness
(if able). Miss Richards will issue
a verification of illness (excuse)
for one or more periods, if justi
fied.
b. Returning after illness of
one day or more (extended ill
ness), Miss Richards will issue a
verification of illness (excuse)
only if the head resident or house
holder had consulted with the in
firmary at the time the student
actually was ill.
If the infirmary was not so consulted with by the appropriate
Person at the actual time of the
nlness, the student should report
irect to the Dean of Women or
Dean of Men.
II- Junior College students
Wlth°ut infirmary
membership
^re to report to Miss Ellis, Room
102> Gym:
a- At the time of their illness
1 able). Miss Ellis will issue a
ication of illness (excuse)
fied°ne °r more I^riods, if justi-

Food Processors to
Offer Employment
For Summer
The Food Processors Founda
tion is announcing its new list of
courses in preparation for its lab
oratory activities for the Summer
of 1948.
During the summer of 1947 ap
proximately twenty students were
employed in the laboratory of the
food processors in analysis work
for food processing plants.
Through the technical training
which these students received, it
was possible for them to obtain
$1.15 per hour wages plus added
amount for over-time work. It
has been found that this program
has appealed to a number of stu
dents who find it helpful to have
added income for their college
expenses.
The courses that will be given
in preparation for this summer
work are listed as Botany 105, en
titled Industrial Mycology which
will be given Monday and Wed
nesday from 1:30 to 4:15 with a
Friday lecture at 1:30; Botany
106, entitled Industrial Entomol
ogy, Tuesday and Thursday, 1:30
to 4:15, with a Friday lecture at
2:25. These are two unit courses.
Also will be given Botany 107,
entitled Methods of Measurement,
which is a one unit course, Tues
day or Thursday from 8:00 to
10:45. In addition to the above
units, two units will be given for
work experience credit for the
summer - activity.
The Food Processors Founda
tion will move into its new quar
ters, which are located directly
north of the radio building, soon
after the beginning of the second
semester. These laboratories will
be among the newest and finest
for industrial training purposes
west of the Mississippi. It is es
timated that the laboratory work
of eight food processing plants
will be undertaken by the Food
Processors Foundation of the
College of the Pacific in the 1948
season. Those who are interested
in signing up for these courses
should interview Mr. D. H. Smith
or Mr. Barthol W. Pearce in
Room 106 in Weber Hall.

ORGAN VESPERS Room for Argument
RESUMED SUNDAY
(Continued from Page 1)
Morris Chapel Organ Vespers,
one hour concerts on the beau
tiful Kress Organ at 4:30 Sunday
afternoons will be resumed again
this Sunday.
Winifred and Anne Ragus of
Reedly will be the artists for the
first concert, Winifred being fea
tured at the console, and Anne
assisting as contralto soloist.
Winifred is a junior and West
Hall resident. Anne is a sopho
more and of Alpha Theta Tau.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB—
The Pacific International Club
will hold a social evening next
Wednesday evening at 7:30 in the
SCA. All members are urged to
be present so a picture for the
Naranjado can be taken.
Fifty-one per cent of the full
time students now enrolled in the
College of the Pacific are vet
erans of military service.

Too often honest liberals give
up the ghost and let the com
munists take over when the fear
of a communist s t i g m a is
breathed into the air by a Thomas
or a Tenny. Too seldom do they
remain to defend their democratic
ideals, and keep the control of
their organization in the hands
of sincere progressives.

Right now a petition is being
circulated on our campus to put
the Independent Progressive
Party on the California ballot.
We know that such a party voic
ing open dissatisfaction with the
platforms of both the Republicans
and the Democrats will, because
of the fact, be smeared as com
munistic. How many signatures
will be withheld because their
owners are afraid of being called
communists, and how many be
cause their owners just aren't
interested? Neither excuse is sat
isfactory for a college student. He
should have a better one or he
doesn't belong in college.

ATTENTION J. C.—
All Junior College students
who plan to enter College of the
Pacific in the spring of 1948
please check with Dean Taylor,
Director of Admissions for COP,
to see that everything has been
cleared for entrance.

plus a new exciting companion blouse and
you are the perfect silhouette for any
and every occasion. Gabardines
in Spring colors at — The
Sterling, of course on
second floor.

$995

Former Coed Gets
Stewardess Wings

Miss Jean Glick, 32 West Park,
has been awarded her silver
wings as a stewardess for Amer
ican Airlines, after successful
completion of a month's intensive
training course at the company's
training center at Ardmore,
Okla.
Miss Glick, who is a former
clerk in the court of Justice Barry
McDermott, attended the College
of the Pacific. She was one of
eight young women chosen for
stewardess training by American
Airlines from among 200 North
ern California applicants.
—
one feturnin& after illness of NEWS BRIEF—
Any students that are inter- j
illn
°r more only (extended
essl- She will issue a verificaested in forming a student chap-(
of illness (excuse),
ter of the National Association
the Personnel Committee
for the Advancement of Colored
Stockton Junior College.
people are urged to attend a,
meeting in the S.C.A. Tuesday
Ne WS BRIEF—
at 11:40.

cifkw^' ttle CoH^e of the Pati0n h re9uency modulation staeXcentr°adcasts four hours daily,
10 ^ Saturday, from 6 p.m. to
cyci^- Bi-weekly, 91.3 megaProer: *hannel 217- Bi-weekly
gs distributed by mail;
Wri+p
Kcv
cifjc
N, College of the Pa-

SCA Finance
The Student Christian Asso
ciation and its program are
supported to a great extent by
voluntary contributions from
students, faculty, and friends.
In order that the SCA may be
enabled to finish the semester
on a sound financial basis, an
opportunity is being given for
all interested persons to con
tribute. If you would care to
aid in the association's exten
sive program, please leave
your contributions at the SCA
office or at the booth which
will be in the main hall of the
Administration Building today
and the early part of next
week.

WATCH
THE
THERMOMETER

\

/

Ihe Sterllnq
MAIN a t H UNTER
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Community Recreation Methods
(2) Methods and Materials
, , in
Health Education (2), Modern
Trends in Health, P. E., and Rec
Summer session dates, from reation (2) and Seminar in P.
June 22 through July 23 and from jE. (2).
July 26 through August 27, were
S p e e c h : Fundamentals of
announced this week by Dr. Marc 'speech (2 or 3), Voice and Dic
Jantzen, Dean of the Summer tion (2), Clinical Laboratory in
Session.
Speech Correction (2) and Cor
Preliminary announcement of rective Speech Techniques (2).
the partial offerings, with the
Second session courses:
number of units in parenthesis,
Art: Art for Teachers (2).
are as follows:
Bible:
Hebrew and Kindred Lit
Art: Art for Teachers (2) and
erature (2) and Christian and
Crafts (2).
Kindred Literature (2).
Ancient languages: Art of
Business Administration: Com
Language (6).
mercial
Law (4).
Bible: Our Hebrew Heritage (2)
Education: History of American
and Our Christian Heritage (2).
Economics: Principles of Eco Education (2).
Psychology: General Psychol
nomics (4).
ogy (2 or 3) and Psychology of
Education: History of Euro
pean Education (2), Principles of Adolescence (2).
History and Political Science:
Secondary Education (3), Tests
U. S. Constitution (2), U. S. His
and Measurements (2), Guidance
tory (2) and World Today (2).
and Counseling (2) and Introduc
Music: Elementary School
tion to Audio-Visual Methods (2).
Psychology: Educational Psy Music Methods (2).
Physical and Health Education:
chology (2), Child Growth and
Personal Hygiene (2), Golf (%),
Development (2) and Abnormal
P. E. in the Elementary School
Psychology (2).
(2), Administration of Health and
English: English Composition
Physical
Education (2) and Ad
(2 or 3), Introduction to Litera
ture (2), Edvanced Grammar (2), vanced Hygiene.
Speech: Clinical Laboratory in
Literature and the Fine Arts (2)
Speech Correction (2), Public
and Chaucer (2).
History and Political Science: Speaking (2) and Speech Pathol
U. S. Constitution (2) and U. S. ogy (2).

SUMMER SESSION
COURSES NAMED

History (2).
Music: Elementary School
Music Methods (2) and Modern
Trends in Music Education (2).
Physical and Health Education:
Personal Hygiene (2), Swimming
(%), Folk Dance Leadership (1),

W. A. A.
SPORTS DAY
TOMORROW

A flare for the new, long and
graceful!

Six New Buildings
As Pacific Expands
Now near completion are the
buildings located on what, once
was the Pacific Athletic Field.
The two main reconverted bar
racks buildings West of the main
gym will hold offices, as well as
classrooms. The second floor of
the first building will be equipped
as reading rooms to take the load
from the overcrowded library.
The first floor will be an addi
tion of the gym offices. This
building will be know nas Owen
Hall.
The building next to Owen
Hall going West, will be called
Bannister Hall. The second floor
will be reserved for a Speech
Clinic and Sociology and Eco
nomic Departments. The first
floor will be composed of class
rooms.
Next to the Radio Studio, in
another Quonset the Food Proces
sors will have their headquarters.
Next to them will be a quonset
set aside for shop activities and
storage purposes. The last build
ing in this row will be the engi
neering building.
Behind this row, toward the sta
dium will be a Sports Pavilion
Building.
The buildings are expected to
be completed in the near future
and will be ready for occupancy
next semester.
BILLION DOLLAR LOSS
Traffic accidents in the United
States last year cost the nation a
billion dollars in loss of life and
property, the California State
Automobile Association reports.
Walking or driving,

SKIRTS

ROOMMATE QUIZ

Mike & Masque

(Continued from Page 3)
One of the most important
college courses isn't listed in
living quarters. The sloppy 0per
any catalogue—but it might be
ation of the station is being recticalled "Living With A Room fied by changes in the staff .
atl
mate." Just in case your
nouncers and improvement in the
roomie is too polite to tell
actual operation of the board.
better give yourself a quic
Listeners who may have pUr.
check-up.
„
posely strayed from the Campus
Answer "No" or Yes
"one - watter" during recent
these Varsity Magazine ques
months will find the station still
tions. If you answer No to
holding sway at 660 on the dial.
at least 11, you're a pretty fair
Experimental drama at the
roommate; 13 to 17 means
Studio Theatre continues in the
you're wonderful; more than
series "From Broadway to
17 indicates you're too good to
Athens" with Henry Arthur
be true. If, on the other hand,
Jones' "The Liars" on January
your "No's" are below 9, Var
15, 16, and 17th. The English
sity, the young man's maga
comedy will be a theatrical treat
zine, suggests that you become
for audiences seeking the unusual
a hermit.
in production. Presented in the
1. Do you lose your temper
Penthouse style (central staging),
easily?
the George Tomajan production
2. Do you sulk?
will obtain an intimacy impos3. Do you talk too much?
sible in the conventional picture4. Do you read out loud?
frame theatre.
5. Do you gossip?
Racine's "Phaedra" follows in
6. Do you fail to consider his
the
Studio Theatre on January
(or her) likes and dis
22, 23, and 24th. The Greek
likes?
7. Do you expect to be in tragedy was written in the neocluded in his invita classic period and presents a
challenge to youthful players who
tions?
8. Do you brag about your must reconcile the neo-classic
work, friends or social po style to the setting and mood of
Greek tragedy.
sition?
Music lovers will want to at
9. Do you rely on your room
tend
"An Evening of Opera" on
mate for amusement?
10. Do you talk too much January 13th in the Conserva
about your heart inter tory. Directed by genial Dr. Lucas
Underwood the program should
ests?
11. Do you always talk about be an interesting one. Dr. Under
wood deserves more recognition
your troubles?
12. Do you try to be the and appreciation than he gets.
"A wonderful sense of comedj
boss?
admirable
choreographic
13. Do you ask questions
about personal matters?.... phrasing" is John Martini de
14. Do you share his inter scription of dancer Iva Kitchell
who will be seen on February
ests?
15. Do you lack respect for 19th here in Stockton. While I've
your roommate's pri never seen Miss Kitchell, the New
York Times' critic's judgment is
vacy?
usually
impeccable.
16. Do you play the radio con
Very strong rumors have it thai
tinuously?
17. Do you take the best Pacific will be paid a visit by
drawers and hog the famed composer Earl Robinson
of "Ballad for Americans" fame.
closet space?
18. Do you litter the room?.... It's another "feather in their
19. Do you neglect cleaning caps" for Johnnie Graves an
Ralph Guild who are turning »
up after a party?
20. Do you forget to pay half an elegant job as rally commi
of mutual expenses?
teemen.

('Gibson' style)

PATRIARCH—Connie Mack,

5

90

who recently celebrated his
85th birthday, is looking
forward to his 65th season
in professional baseball.
Connie has led his Phila
delphia Athletics ever since
the American League was
organized in 1901.
S t a y —
DRY and
COMFORTABLE

YOUR SKIRT AND YOU—FOR SLENDER GRACEFUL
NESS—TOPPED BY A FRILLY GIBSON BLOUSE
YOUR STYLISH SKIRT: A BLACK BALLERINA RAYON
BENGALINE, IN SIZES 9 TO 15.
— SECOND FLOOR —
Main at California

Stockton

AT PENNEY'S

USE OUR WATER
REPELLENT ON
YOUR SKI TOGS
AND RAIN WEAR! !

COLLEGE
CLEANERS
2314 Pacific Avenue
DIAL 2-7774

DEL DEGUINE
Your Campus Representative

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Plumbing With A Smile
Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

N

Dial 2-0229
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